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Lesson 56

 I like 

I think                                     I see

  
 

I am



Why do you cry Willy?

Why do you cry? 

Why Willy? Why Willy?

Why Willy? Why?



Let’s read

1) My, fly, cry, try, by, fry, 
why, shy, cry
2) Play, day, stay, bay, 
lay
3) Lazy, berry, merry, 
cherry



New words

my- мой
to fly- летать

why- почему
   shy- застенчивый



You are shy.- Are you shy ?

Yes, I am          No, I am not
(I’m not)



I Я
He Он
She Она
It Оно
We Мы
You Ты, Вы
They Они



Ex.5 p.101

Nick has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.

The rabbit, the duck and the cat are grey.
The dog and the hen are black. The frog is
green. The cockerel and the fish are red.
The pig is pink. Nick likes his pets. His pets
like Nick too. But Nick is sad. His cat likes
the fish. The cat is strong and bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.

The rabbit, the duck and the cat are grey.
The dog and the hen are black. The frog is
green. The cockerel and the fish are red.
The pig is pink. Nick likes his pets. His pets
like Nick too. But Nick is sad. His cat likes
the fish. The cat is strong and bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. The dog and the hen are
black. The frog is green. The cockerel and
the fish are red. The pig is pink. Nick likes
his pets. His pets like Nick too. But Nick is
sad. His cat likes the fish. The cat is strong
and bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. The frog is
green. The cockerel and the fish are red.
The pig is pink. Nick likes his pets. His pets
like Nick too. But Nick is sad. His cat likes
the fish. The cat is strong and bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. It is
green. The cockerel and the fish are red.
The pig is pink. Nick likes his pets. His pets
like Nick too. But Nick is sad. His cat likes
the fish. The cat is strong and bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. It is
green. They are red. The pig is pink. Nick
likes his pets. His pets like Nick too. But
Nick is sad. His cat likes the fish. The cat is
strong and bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. It is
green. They are red. It is pink. Nick
likes his pets. His pets like Nick too. But
Nick is sad. His cat likes the fish. The cat is
strong and bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. It is
green. They are red. It is pink. He likes his
pets. His pets like Nick too. But Nick is sad.
His cat likes the fish. The cat is strong and 

bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. It is
green. They are red. It is pink. He likes his
pets. They like Nick too. But he is sad.
His cat likes the fish. The cat is strong and
bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. It is
green. They are red. It is pink. He likes his
pets. They like Nick too. But he is sad.
It likes the fish. The cat is strong and
bad.



Ex.5 p.101

He has got nine pets: a hen, a rabbit, a
dog, a frog, a pig, a duck, a fish, a cockerel
and a cat.
They are grey. They are black. It is
green. They are red. It is pink. He likes his
pets. They like Nick too. But he is sad.
It likes the fish. It  is strong and bad.



Thank you. You worked hard 
today.
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